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A plAce for spAce
By Jo Borrill  •  Project consultant DeBBie Grey

ProPerty coordinator WaDoeDa Brenner  •  PhotograPher Keith Quixley
a large, modern family home overlooking the

hottentots holland mountains
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pon entering this home, one word 
immediately comes to mind: space. and that 
is precisely the reason this family of five chose 
to build here. “We were in a flat before, which 

was far too small. The children need a large area to 
play,” explains the owner. 

Originally from egypt, the family built this four-
storey, four-bedroomed spacious home with just that in 
mind. They decided to decorate their home themselves. 
“For example, my husband chose the detailed tiled 
flooring,” says the owner. With their hard work, the 
result is a minimalistic design incorporating clean lines 
and a neutral palette dotted with rainbow hues in the 
form of furniture and art. 

The main bedroom certainly has the wow factor. 
With a huge dressing room, a generous bathroom and 
a luxurious daybed overlooking the panoramic views of 
the area, it is the ultimate place to relax and unwind.

U

DH ARCHITECTURE 084 565 1514

WOMAG 0861-11-WOMAG (96624)

above: WOmaG supplied the beautiful marble-look porcelain tiles 
for the flooring in this modern home. The product supplied was the 
bianco arabescato porcelain tile. established in 1992, WOmaG enjoys 
the reputation as South africa’s preferred supplier of natural stone and 
porcelain tiles for flooring and surface applications. 

right: The brief received by dH architecture was to create a space 
that takes advantage of the magnificent views over False bay. This 
was achieved through the use of large, glazed, double-volume panels, 
recessed by cantilevered canopies. Simple, contemporary lines were 
incorporated throughout, in contrast to the detailed ceiling features.

Incorporating extensive glass work into the design, this 
home is open, airy and bright. Their children were clearly 
at the forefront when planning and designing the property. 
a large, sparkling pool, and an extensive garden dressed in 
artificial grass take the hassle out of costly garden upkeep. 
being eco-conscious was also an important consideration, 
hence the large water tanks that the family have included in 
their planning. 

The family are big entertainers and their modern, fully 
equipped kitchen allows them to cook up a storm. “I love 
cooking, but I also like relaxing in the living area,” says the 
owner. “I like watching the children ride their bikes, through 
the windows,” she adds. Q

CoNtaCtS:
Dh arChiteCture – architecture
084 565 1514, donovan@dharchitecture.com, 
www.dharchitecture.com
WoMag – tiles, tops, taps and sanware
0861-11-WOmaG (96624), sales@womag.co.za, 
womag.co.za

“The main bedroom, 
with panoramic 
views, certainly has 
the wow factor.” 
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